
 

 
 

 

 
 

Inspire Your Professional 

Education Audiences 
 
 

Introduction on how versatile use of authentic dental videos involves audiences and 
conveys the message most effectively. This opens up new horizons for professional 
dental education. 
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Authentic video demonstrations draw the attention  
 
Teaching how to approach and tackle complicated oral health problems and situations is a challenging 

task. Professional educators know that usually the short moments of a lecture are not enough for 

students to absorb the huge amount of new information.  However, great learning results can be 

achieved today by innovative use of the educator’s own video cases. 

 

Learning becomes easier with active and repetitive use of unique and visual education materials that go 

straight to the point. Videos with the educator’s personal insights and concretely shown procedures 

draw the attention and keep the focus on the subject.  

 

Modern educators utilize tools that help them to convey complex messages in easily understandable 

format. Real videos from the dentists’ viewpoint explain more than any words and illustrations. They 

can be shared and repeated as many times as needed - until a dentist or a student has learned the 

subject.  

 

 

Key benefits of using videos in professional dental education 
 
The most obvious reasons to utilize personal videos in professional education are: 

 

● Authentic videos and images show exactly what you see, do and mean 
● Concrete visual cases interest and inspire students and other professional 

audiences 
● Own dental videos and images are easy to shoot, store and share  
● Secure digital workspaces provide an excellent ground for modern professional 

education  
 

Recording videos and taking still images during the dental work is simple and easy. The small, 

lightweight camera is set up directly onto your loupe and the recording software is controlled with a 

foot pedal. You can share the video with the audience as you like: on-line, integrated into your 

presentation, through a shared workspace or as an e-mail link. 

 
 
   Learn more:   Request an introduction 
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Learn how Dr. Peter Rusanen uses authentic video to show how he elaborates the 
treatment options! 
https://user.futudent.com/inspiring-professional-dental-education 

 
 
 
 

“I use videos before, during and after 
professional education classes.  The 
participants can preview my case videos 
before the lecture through Futudent cloud 
server. Thus they are already focused, when I 
show the same videos in the lecture and talk 
about the procedures. Afterwards I share the 
complete education material to my audience.” 

- Dr. Peter Rusanen  
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